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ABSTRACT 
 

Re-Visiting the Easterlin Hypothesis:  
Marriage in the U.S. 1968-2010 

 
This study tests the effect of relative income – younger people’s earning potential relative to 
their aspirations, as approximated by older families’ income – on the proportions married, by 
sex, in the first fifteen years out of school. It finds that relative income has become a better 
measure to use, than relative cohort size, because of a disconnect that has developed 
between the two as a result of rising female labor force participation among older women that 
has inflated older families’ income faster than older men's earnings. The results are highly 
supportive of the Easterlin relative income hypothesis, finding a dominant negative effect of 
older family income that extends due to postponement effects even into groups 11-15 years 
out of school. But in addition it finds a strong but changing effect of the female wage: positive 
among women 0-5 years out of school, although slowly declining over time, but negative 
among the older women with a dominant positive time trend that has produced a positive 
effect in the last decade. The elasticity with respect to older family income suggests that it 
was responsible for 16% of the observed decline in the proportion of women 0-5 years out of 
school who were married, and 23% of the proportion for the men in the same group. There is 
in addition, however, a very strong negative time trend. 
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Among those 0-15 years out of school, marriage rates in the U.S have been declining steadily for all 

groups with less than sixteen years of education since at least the mid-1960s.  The declines have been 

particularly steep for those with twelve or fewer years of schooling (see Figures 1 and 2).  For women 

with more than sixteen years, however, rates have actually been on the increase since about 1990, and 

they have remained fairly steady over the study period for men with more than sixteen years of schooling.  

What has accounted for these patterns?  Increasing levels of cohabitation of course account for a good 

deal of the declines that have been observed.  But male wages – usually found to have a positive effect on 

marriage – have increased significantly since the early 1990s (see Figure 3).  Female wages have 

increased as well (Figure 4) – although there have been mixed findings regarding their influence1.  

 

Countering any positive effects of increasing economic prospects for young people, however, has been a 

strong negative effect of parental income, as first hypothesized by Richard Easterlin (1978). Easterlin 

postulated a systematic shift in preferences resulting from the fact that each successive generation, under 

economic development, experiences a successively higher parental standard of living. "In effect, a... 

'subsistence level' constraint is added to the analysis of [marriage behavior] along with the budget line and 

production constraints." (Easterlin, 1978, and Ahlburg, 1984). Because of this 'subsistence level' 

constraint, economic or demographic fluctuations could cause periodic changes in marriage rates.   

According to the Easterlin theory, a large birth cohort meets unfavorable labor market conditions which 

reduce the earning potential of young males relative to their aspirations. In an attempt to close the gap 

between income and aspirations, members of such a cohort will tend to make a number of adjustments 

including increased female labor force participation and delayed/reduced marriage and childbearing. In 

addition, because young women in large cohorts will anticipate higher levels of labor force participation, 

they will tend to enroll in college at increased rates. In this formulation the driving force behind both 

increased female labor force participation and enrollments, and reduced marriage and fertility rates, is the 

                                                      
1 Only the starting wage for women was used in the analysis, because of the endogeneity of women's observed wage. 



desire of a large cohort to improve relative economic status, with parental income as the measure of that 

cohort's material aspirations. 

 
The historic pattern of older family income is displayed in Figure 5.  Older family income is defined here 

to be consistent with Easterlin's hypothesis:  the income of families with head of either sex aged 45-54. 

Also shown there is the historic pattern of earnings of men with 25-34 years of work experience – 

roughly, men aged 45-54.  The gap between these two curves indicates the magnitude of the effect of 

rising female labor force participation – the growth in two-earner families: the gap has widened 

significantly over the study period.  Over all education levels, fathers' earnings increased by only 2.5% 

between 1970 and 2010, from $52,320 to $53,620 in 2009 dollars, whereas family income increased by 

30.4% during the same period, from $69,408 to $90,522.  Between 1968 and 2010, older familes' income 

increased by 44.6% while fathers' income increased by only 12.7%. As a result, young people's relative 

income has not recovered since the peak of the boom, as their wages have.  Their relative income – their 

wage relative to older family income, measured in thousands – is displayed in Figures 7 and 8. 

 
Literature Review 

Although not always looking specifically at the Easterlin hypothesis, there have been a number of studies 

that have examined the effect of parental characteristics on their adult children's marriage propensities. 

These have tended to use parental education and occupation as the explanatory variables, rather than 

actual income, and have found mixed effects, although in general the effects of higher levels of education 

and occupation for the parents have tended to be associated with lower propensities to marry.   Pollard 

and Wu (1998) found a negative effect of parental education on young women's marriage propensity, and 

Oppenheimer (1997) found this effect for both men and women.  Waite and Spitze (1981) found mixed 

effects, depending on age, with a negative effect of mother's education for women aged 16-17 but a small 

positive effect at age 24-25.  Father's education had a negative effect at all ages.  Sweeney (2002) found a 

mild negative effect of mother's education for a later cohort (born 1961-65), but an insignificant effect for 



a younger cohort (1950-54).  He found an insignificant effect of father's occupation. Goldscheider and 

Waite (1986) found a negative effect of parental education for both men and women, but a negative effect 

of occupation only for men.   

 

One study used actual parental income for individuals who graduated from Wisconsin high schools in 

1957 (MacDonald and Rindfuss, 1981), specifically to test the Easterlin Hypothesis, and found no support 

for it.  Macunovich (2002) found support for the hypothesis, however, using parental income at a more 

aggregated level.  In related work, Watson and McLanahan (2009) found significant effects of an MSA-

level race-and education-specific measure of "ideal" income.  They found that for men who fell short of 

the ideal there was a rapidly increasing propensity to marry as they approached the ideal, up to a ratio of 

1.0 to 1.3, but that this effect became negligible as individuals exceeded the ideal.  To some extent related 

to this, Loughran (2002) found that increasing male wage inequality contributes significantly to observed 

declines in women's propensity to marry – which they attributed to increased search costs – and Gould 

and Paserman (2003) found that increased male wage inequality accounted for one-third of the decline. 

 

There has been a great deal more work focused on the effects of male and female economic factors on the 

propensity to marry, however, with a virtually unanimous finding of a positive effect of male income for 

men, and usually for women (Burgess and Propper, 2003; Xi, Raymo, Goyette and Thornton, 2003; 

Sweeney, 2002; Blau and Kahn, 2000; Sassler and Schoeni, 1999; Oppenheimer, Kalmijn and Lim, 1997; 

Smock and Manning, 1997; Lloyd and South, 1996; Cooney and Hogan, 1991; Teachman, Polonko and 

Leigh, 1987; Goldscheider and Waite, 1986). 

 

The results for women's economic status tend to be much more mixed, however, and nuanced.  

Oppenheimer (1997) found that more aggregate cross sectional studies, like that of McLanahan and 

Casper (1995), almost universally found negative effects of economic opportunities on a woman's 

propensity to marry, but that individual-level longitudinal analyses have not supported the idea that 



increased economic opportunities cause women to postpone or forego marriage.  She attributed the 

negative results in part to a problem of establishing causality:  does female labor force participation affect 

marriage, or vice versa?  But Sweeney (2002) performed a cohort analysis, comparing the 1950-54 early 

Boom cohort with the later 1961-65 cohort, and found a reversal in the effect over time, with the early 

cohort experiencing a negative effect of women's economic opportunities, but the later cohort 

experiencing a positive effect.  He found that women with sixteen years of schooling had a 52% higher 

odds of marrying than women with less than twelve years. Similarly, Qian and Preston (1993) found that 

the propensity to marry among college educated women increased between 1979 and 1987. These 

findings accord with Oppenheimer's earlier hypothesis (1988), that over time women's increased earning 

power would make them more attractive as potential partners. 

 
And finally, another topic that has been discussed with regard to marriage propensities, perhaps first 

suggested by Easterlin (1961) and then popularized by Guttentag and Secord (1983),  is the sex ratio, or 

"marriage squeeze" variable.  This arises from the idea that if there are too many men relative to the 

number of women, men will find it harder to find a partner, whereas women will have an easier time, 

since there will be an excess demand for their skills in household production.  The theory was set out by 

Grossbard-Shechtman in 1984, and tested in 1985, finding a significant positive effect for women. 

Angrist (2002) used immigrant flows to examine marriage patterns in second generation immigrants, and 

found a strong positive effect of the sex ratio for women, but a surprising smaller positive effect for men, 

as well.  The national pattern of the "marriage squeeze" variable is presented in Figure 6.  It is constructed 

as a 22-year lag of the ratio of the number of births in year t to the number in year t-1 – on the assumption 

of a one-year difference between men and women at age of marriage. It is used at the national level since 

local levels could be influenced by migration from state to state in response to economic or marriage 

market conditions. The strange peak in the center of the graph is due to the temporary increase and then 

decrease in the number of births that occurred between 1968 and 1970 – possibly a result of the 

deferments given to fathers during the Vietnam War. 



 

Measures of Relative Income2 

Easterlin (1987) has characterized his concept of relative income as (earnings potential)/(material 

aspirations). He operationalized this measure using "the recent income experience of a young man relative 

to the past income of the young man's parents.'' The concept is hypothesized to operate at the micro level; 

that is, young adults are assumed to set their desired standard of living based on the standard of living 

experienced in their own parents' homes.  

 

However, there has been little research on the formation of material aspirations, so that the formulation of 

a relative income measure at the micro level is fraught with hazards. What is an appropriate relative 

income measure for an unmarried woman?  In general we lack micro datasets which provide information 

on first and second generation income and marital behavior. 

 

Thus any tests of the Easterlin hypothesis at the micro level have either used gross proxies for the relative 

income measure (such as occupational data or responses to questions such as ``How well-off are you?''-- 

see MacDonald and Rindfuss, 1978), In addition, micro level formulations treat aspirations as being only 

a function of parental income, whereas it is likely that peer groups and other larger-scale social 

phenomena also operate on individual aspirations. 
 

Such problems do not occur in more aggregate analyses. At the aggregate level we don't have to associate 

individuals with their own parents, but rather a young generation with its parental generation. We can use 

average household income in the parental generation as a measure of the average desired standard of 

living for both males and females in the younger generation, and this measure will better approximate 

both parental and other influences on a cohort's aspirations. 

 

                                                      
2 This section is drawn largely from Macunovich (1996). 



Macunovich (1996, 1998b) used U.S. national time series data for tests of fertility using Easterlin's 

relative income model, but Macunovich (2002) used more disaggregated data for both fertility and marital 

behavior, and this study follows suit – at the level of year-state-race-education-experience specific cells.  

It is assumed that fertility among individuals in the first fifteen years out of school will respond to 

parental income measured at their corresponding year-state-race-education specific level.  

 

Data and Methodology 

The data are taken from the March Current Population Survey (CPS) for the years 1968-2010, as made 

uniform in CPS Utilities.  All individual-level data has been aggregated into sex-year-state-race-

education-experience cells3. Only currently unenrolled individuals were included in the analyses, and CPS 

weights were used in all cases, but they were normalized to sum to one in each year, in order to avoid 

unduly weighting any one year. Analysis has been performed using Stata's "robust" OLS option that 

removes outliers4. 

 

The assumption in all of these analyses is that the relative income comparison so difficult to quantify at 

the individual level using available data sources can be approximated using regional year-race-education 

level average parental income measures.  Thus it is assumed that, all other factors held constant, young 

adults in a given year-state-race-education group with high parental income will feel relatively poorer 

than young adults where parental income in such a group is lower. 

 

The marriage indicator used in the analysis is the proportion of individuals in a given year-state-race-

education-"years out of school" cell who are currently married.  Since the proportions would be highly 

correlated with years out of school, dummies were included based on years out of school, which should 

                                                      
3 Experience is measured as years out of school, using age-6-years of education.  Only non-enrolled individuals are 
included in the analyses. The state groupings differ over the period, with 30 groups in the 1968-72 period, 23 in the 
1973-76 period, and 51 from 1977 onward (including the District of Columbia).  In all regressions, dummies for the 
21 groups which have been common over all years, are included, together with dummies for years out of school.   
4 Standard errors were clustered at the state level in results available from the author, where results were very similar 
to those reported here. 



control for most of this effect. CPS person-weights were used in calculating the proportions, and cell 

weights in estimating the regressions, all normalized to sum to one in each year. 
 

Average family income was calculated in year-state-race-education specific cells, using family weights.  

In 1976, where family weights were missing, all weights were set to one.  Here again, all weights were 

normalized to sum to one in each year. Only families with head of either sex aged 45-54 were used in the 

calculations, under the assumption that this would be the age group most likely to have teenaged children.  

For young people 0-5 years out of school, this variable was lagged three years, under the assumption that 

this would approximate the time when, on average, individuals would have been most influenced by 

parental income.  For those 6-10 years out of school the variable was lagged eight years, and for those 11-

15 years out of school, it was lagged thirteen years. 

 

Family income was topcoded to 1975 levels in 2009 dollars ($204,918), since this was the year when CPS 

topcodes were most restrictive.  This involved at the most, 895 families out of 13,341 in 2009 and 844 out 

of 13,568 in 2010.  In all other years it involved less than 500 families, and in most only about 200 

families. However, for all topcoded families income was multiplied by a factor of 1.45, following on Blau 

and Kahn (2007). 

 

Average male wages were calculated at the year-state-race-education-"years out of school" level, using 

normalized CPS person weights, and calculated as total annual income from wages divided by total hours 

worked. Hours and weeks worked in the years prior to 1976 were allocated using an algorithm developed 

by Finis Welch (1979).  Individuals were dropped from the analysis if the calculated wage was less than 

$2.50 or more than $250 per hour, in 2009 dollars (again following Blau and Kahn, 2007).  The expected 

hourly wage was used:  the estimated wage multiplied by the year-state-race-education-"years out of 



school" specific employment rate, to allow for local unemployment5.  In matching male wage cells to the 

female proportions married, a one-year gap was assumed between the ages of males and females, with the 

males one year older than the females, on average.  The male wage was lagged one year to approximate 

the time of the decision to marry. 

 

Only the average starting wage of women was used in the analysis (the wage of women 0-1 year out of 

school), because of the potential endogeneity of the female wage.  Here again, hours and weeks worked 

prior to 1976 were allocated using the Welch algorithm, and individuals were dropped from the 

calculation if the hourly wage was calculated to be less than $2.50 or greater than $250 per hour, in 2009 

dollars. Normalized CPS person weights were used in the calculation, and the female wage was lagged 

one year to approximate the timing of a decision to marry. 

 

The "marriage squeeze" variable was calculated as the lag of the ratio of the number of births in year t to 

the number in year t-1 – on the assumption of a one-year difference between men and women at age of 

marriage. It is used at the national level since local levels could be influenced by migration from state to 

state in response to economic or marriage market conditions.  This is the original version of the variable, 

used to reflect the imbalance between males and females which would have occurred as a result of the 

Baby Boom:  when cohort size is rising, the older cohorts (the males) would be less numerous than the 

younger (the females), theoretically putting the women at a disadvantage in the marriage market.  The 

reverse should have been true when cohort size was falling. For those 0-5 years out of school, a 22-year 

lag of the variable was used, for those 6-10 years out a 27-year lag, and for those 11-15 years out a 32-

year lag was used. 

 

                                                      
5 The results using this expected wage were found to be very similar to those using the observed average wage, 
however. 



Summary statistics for the data used are presented in Table 1.  There it can be seen that the steepest 

declines in proportion married occurred between 1968 and 1990 – the period during which the Baby 

Boomers were entering these age groups, and their real wages were falling while the income of older 

families was rising steeply.  For all men 0-15 years out of school marriage proportions declined by 30% 

in this period, while women's proportion declined by 26%.  For those in the first five years out of school, 

the declines were 47% and 40%, respectively. 

 

The models estimated were : 

, , 0 1 , , 2 , 3 (1)f k t m k 1 t 1 f t 1 t jPropmar W W FY X u k = 0 -15,  t = 1- 42,  j = 3,8,13+β β β β− − − ′= + + + +Β +

, , 0 1 2 , 3 (2)m k t f t t jPropmar W W FY X u k = 0 -15,  t = 1- 42,  j = 3,8,13β β β β − ′= + + + +Β +m,k,t -1 -1

where 

propmarf,k,t =  proportion of women who are currently married, k years out of school, in time t 
propmarm,k,,t =  proportion of men who are currently married, k years out of school, in time t 
Wm,k+1,t-1        =  the average hourly wage of men k+1 years out of school, at time t-1.  
Wf,t-1                = the average starting wage of women in time t-1. 
FYt-j           =  average income of families with head of either sex aged 45-54, at time t-j where j is 3 

years for women in their first 5 years out of school, 8 years for women 6-10 years out of 
school, and 13 for women 11-15 years out of school. 

B'X            =  a time trend and a vector of dummy variables: two for race (Black and Other Non-white, 
with White as the omitted group), five for educational level (<8, 8-11, 13-15, 16 and >16 
with 12 years as the omitted group), and twenty for 21 uniform state groupings 

 
Each of the models was disaggregated at the year-state-race-education level, and in addition, two versions 

of each of the models – with and without the family income variable – were estimated with the "marriage 

squeeze" variable presented in Figure 6. 

 

Results: Men 

The regression results for men are presented in Table 2, for all variables except the state and "years out of 

school dummies".  It can be seen in Table 2 that the older family income variable has a negative and 

significant coefficient overall for men 0-15 years out of school, and individually for men 0-5 years and 6-

10 years out of school.  It is negative but not quite significant at the 10% level for men 11-15 years out.  

As one might expect, the strength of the effect of older family income for men 0-5 years out is two and 



one-half times larger than that for men 6-10 years out, and five times larger than that for men 11-15 years 

out of school6.  The unstandardized coefficient for men 0-5 years out indicates an elasticity of 0.33 for the 

older family income variable7.  The observed increase in older family income, from 1968 to 2010, of 

44.6% would account for a decline of about 10% in the proportion married in this group.  The actual 

decline was about 63%, so the rise in older family income would have accounted for about 23% of the 

observed decline in the proportion married among men 0-5 years out of school, between 1968 and 2010. 

 

The male wage is estimated to have the expected positive effect on proportion married.  Its coefficient is 

highly significant for all groups, regardless of years out of school, with an elasticity of 0.18 for men 0-5 

years out of school, 0.14 for men 6-10 years out, and 0.11 for men 11-15 years out. 

 

Women's starting wage, too, is highly significant, but its effect changes over groups and over time.  For 

men 0-5 years out of school, women's wage has had a positive effect throughout most of the study period, 

but the effect has been declining over time, and turned negative around 2004.  For men 6-10 and 11-15 

years out of school, however, the effect started out negative, and has gradually turned positive, as 

predicted by Oppenheimer (1988).  For men in both groups, the effect would have turned positive at the 

end of the 1990s – at the same time that the effect of women's starting wage on fertility would have 

turned positive for these groups, as estimated in Macunovich (2011).  Women's higher earning power 

appears to have begun to make them more attractive marriage partners. 

 

The "marriage squeeze" variable is problematic, however.  Its predicted sign according to theory is 

negative, since an oversupply of young men relative to women should make it harder for young men to 

find marriage partners.  But the effect estimated here is positive for all groups – and highly significant for 

                                                      
6 As indicated by non-standardized coefficients – results available on request. 
7 Results available on request. 



the younger groups8.  The estimated effect for men 6-10 years out of school is about two-thirds that for 

young men 0-5 years out, and the effect for men 11-15 years out is about one-third.  But all estimated 

effects are positive, so it's difficult to say what exactly is being measured.  This is similar to the finding in 

Angrist (2002), where there was no explanation, either. 

 

In terms of the other control variables, there is a large and highly significant negative time trend 

regardless of the model estimated, reflecting the many changes which have occurred socially that have 

affected marriage patterns, especially the trend toward cohabitation. The coefficient for black males is 

negative and highly significant for all groups.  The coefficient for other racial groups is also negative, 

except for the 11-15 group, where it is insignificantly positive. The coefficients on the schooling dummies 

are strongly negative for those with less than twelve years of schooling, except for those with less than 

eight years of schooling 11-15 years out of school, where the effect is weakly positive.  The effect of 

higher levels of education – especially for those with more than sixteen years of education – is strongly 

positive for all groups.  This is consistent with the curves in Figure 1, which show the highest proportions 

married among those with more than sixteen years of schooling. 

 

Results: Women 

Table 3 corresponds to Table 2, but presents results for women, again not displaying effects of the state 

and "years out of school" dummies.  As for men, the coefficient on the older family income variable is 

highly significant overall for women 0-15 years out of school, and individually for women 0-5 years out.  

But unlike the result for men, here the coefficient is not significant – although negative – for women 6-10 

years out of school.  But as for men, it is also not significant – although negative – for women 11-15 years 

out.  Thus the effect here is really just for women 0-5 years out of school: an effect which no doubt then 

carries through into proportions married in older age groups.  In standardized form the coefficient is the 

                                                      
8 The overall R-square increases markedly when it is entered in the equation, because it is a simple time series 
variable with very small variance. 



same size as that for the female wage – although opposite in sign – and three times as large as the 

coefficient on the male wage.  The elasticity for women 0-15 years out of school is less than that for men 

– just -0.21 – so that with a 44.6% increase in older family income between 1968 and 2010, it would have 

accounted for a drop of about 6.5% in the proportion married in this group.  The actual decline in 

proportion married in this group between 1968 and 2010 was 58%, so older family income would have 

accounted for about 16% of the decline, for women, as compared to 23% for men. 

 

The effect of the male wage for women's proportion married, although positive and highly significant, is 

much smaller than its effect on male proportions married.  The standardized coefficient for women is 

constant over all three groups, but only about one-third as large as that for men 0-5 years out of school, 

and only about one-seventh as strong as that for the older men.  The elasticity of the response to the male 

wage is only about 0.04 for women 0-5 years out of school, and 0.01 for the older women. 

 

Here again, as with the men, the effect of the female starting wage is very nuanced. Its effect is highly 

significant statistically, but it varies over time, and between the younger and older women.  For younger 

women the base effect is positive, with a negative time trend, but for older women it is negative, with a 

positive time trend.  For the younger women the effect has been positive throughout the study period, 

only turning negative about now.  For older women, the turnaround from negative to positive would have 

occurred in the late 1990s.  This is the same turnaround point as that estimated for the effect of the female 

wage on men's proportion married, and also for fertility, as estimated in Macunovich (2011).  Here again, 

the suggestion is that over time women's higher wage has begun to make them more attractive marriage 

partners, as suggested by Oppenheimer (1988). Unfortunately for the proportion married, however, the 

average female starting wage actually declined between 2000 and 2010, as shown in Figure 4 and in 

Table 1. 

 



The effect of the "marriage squeeze" variable is positive and significant, as hypothesized by the theory, 

overall and for women 0-5 and 6-10 years out of school.  For women 11-15 years out it is negative but not 

significant.  The positive effect is the same as that found by Angrist (2002), for women's propensity to 

marry.  It suggests that when there is a surplus of men relative to women, it will be easier for a woman to 

find an appropriate partner. Unfortunately it is difficult to maintain this interpretation, however, since the 

estimated effect on men is also positive. 

 

The effect of the other control variables is similar to that seen for men's proportion married.  Again there 

is a large and highly significant negative time trend, reflecting at least in part the trend toward 

cohabitation. The standardized coefficient on the Black indicator variable is negative and much larger 

than for any other variable, and very highly significant statistically.  The effect for other non-white races 

is negative and significant – although much smaller in magnitude – overall and for the younger women, 

but positive and not significant for the older women.  The effect for those with 8-11 years of schooling is 

large, negative and highly significant, whereas for those with sixteen or more years of education it is 

large, positive and highly significant.  However, the positive effect for older women with more than 

sixteen years of schooling is only about half as strong as that for men with the same years out of school. 

 

Summary 

Richard Easterlin in 1978 hypothesized that young people's tendency to marry would be positively 

influenced by patterns of male relative income – the earning potential of young males relative to their 

aspirations, with their aspirations a direct function of their parents' income when they were growing up.  

This relative income was hypothesized to be, in turn, a negative function of the young people's relative 

cohort size – the size of their own birth cohort relative to that of their parents' cohort.  This was 

hypothesized to be due to imperfect substitutability between experience groups in the labor market, with 

an oversupply of young workers pushing down their wages relative to those of older workers – their own 

fathers, in effect. 



 

There have been only two studies that have tested this relationship between relative income and marriage 

directly – that is, using older family income: MacDonald and Rindfuss (1981) and Macunovich (2002), 

with the first finding no support for the theory, and the second finding strong support.  Other studies have 

looked at the effect indirectly – using parental education and/or occupation as proxies for income. These 

have found mixed effects, although in general the effects of higher levels of education and occupation for 

the parents have tended to be associated with lower propensities to marry.    

 

Macunovich (1999) found support for the relationship between male relative wages and relative cohort 

size – with relative wages measured as the hourly earnings of young men relative to the hourly earnings 

of males with 25-34 years of work experience.  Easterlin's theory of imperfect substitutability in the labor 

market appears to hold true.  But the Easterlin theory hypothesizes that the relationship with marriage 

patterns depends on male relative income – the earning potential of young people relative to older family 

income – and Figures 7 and 8 show that the relationship between this measure, and relative cohort size, 

has not held up since 1990, despite strong increases in real wages as shown in Figures 3 and 4. Figure 5 

illustrates why this is the case: increasing female labor force participation among older familes. Two-

earner families have pushed up family income relative to the earnings of the father alone.  This increasing 

female labor force participation, however, has been shown to be a function of relative cohort size, as well, 

with younger women in the 1970s and 1980s entering the labor force to supplement the falling earnings of 

young men (McNown and Rajbhandary, 2003; Macunovich 1996), producing older two earner families in 

the last two decades.  Thus what we have been observing has indeed all been a function of relative cohort 

size – but the relationship is more complex than was originally hypothesized, due to the labor force 

behavior of young mothers. 

 

This study, then, looks directly at the effect of relative income on marriage patterns, rather than at the 

effect of relative cohort size, since relative income is assumed to be the proximate determinant of young 



people's decision to marry.  But such an analysis is made difficult by the fact that data on parental income 

is not collected in available data sets for the U.S9.  So this study has approximated the relationship 

between young people and older family income by using more aggregated data – looking at young people 

in year-state-race-education-"years out of school" specific cells, and assuming that the behavior in these 

cells would be related to older family income in corresponding year-state-race-education specific cells.  

And instead of looking just at the youngest cohort of individuals – those just, say, 0-5 years out of school 

– this study has examined behavior in the entire group 0-15 years out of school, to trace longer-term 

effects of parental income. 

 

The dependent variables in the analysis have been the proportions of men and women currently married, 

who are 0-5, 6-10 and 11-15 years out of school.  Older family income has been lagged appropriately to 

approximate that variable when the young people were still living in their parents' homes. Older family 

income has been found to have a strong negative effect on marriage among men at all three levels of years 

out of school, although the effect diminished with increasing years.  It is two and one-half times larger for 

men 0-5 years out, than for men 6-10 years out, and five times larger than for men 11-15 years out. 10.  

The estimated coefficient for men 0-5 years out indicates an elasticity of -0.33 for the older family income 

variable.  The observed increase in older family income, from 1968 to 2010, of 30.4% would account for 

a decline of about 10% in the proportion married in this group.  The actual decline was about 63%, so the 

rise in older family income would have accounted for about 16% of the observed decline in the proportion 

married among men 0-5 years out of school, between 1968 and 2010. 

 

For young women, the effect of older family income has been found to be negative and highly significant 

for women 0-15 years out of school overall, and for women 0-5 years out specifically, but the effect on 

                                                      
9 An exception is the General Social Survey, which contains a categorical variable estimating whether the parental 
income when the respondent was 16 was "far below, below, average, above, or far above" average income.  This 
variable may, however, be influenced by the respondent's own estimation of what was "average". 
10 As indicated by non-standardized coefficients – results available on request. 



women 6-15 years out of school, while negative, is not statistically significant.  Thus its primary effect 

throughout the 0-15 year period has been on young men's propensity to marry.  The elasticity of the 

proportion married with respect to older family income was found to be -0.21, suggesting that the 

observed increase in older family income would have accounted for 11% of the observed decline in the 

proportion of young women who are married, during the study period. 

 

Consistent with the literature, the male wage has been found to exert a very significant positive effect on 

proportions married throughout the fifteen year period, for both men and women. For men the strength of 

the effect increases with years out of school, with older men's being twice that of men 0-5 years out of 

school.  For women, however, the strength remains relatively constant over the fifteen year period. The 

pattern of the wage is shown in Figure 3. 

 

The effect of women's starting wage on patterns of marriage has been more nuanced, however.  Only the 

starting wage has been used in the analyses, because of the potential endogeneity of women's wages.  For 

both men and women, the effect varies significantly over time, with an initial negative effect for women 

6-15 years out of school that became positive in the late 1990s.  For women 0-5 years out, however, the 

effect has been positive throughout the study period, but has recently turned mildly negative. These 

findings are consistent with those of Qian and Preston (1993) and Sweeney (1999).  The basic and 

emerging positive effect is consistent with Oppenheimer's (1988) theory that women have become more 

attractive potential marriage partners, as their wage has risen.  The pattern of the female starting wage is 

presented in Figure 4. 

 

And finally, a "marriage squeeze" variable was tested for its effect on proportions married, with mixed 

results.  In theory, an excess of males to females of marriageable age (the sex ratio) will be advantageous 

for women's chances of marrying, but disadvantageous for men.  The results here support the former, but 



not the latter, portion of the theory, since the variable was found to have a very significant positive effect 

on the proportions married of both men and women.  This result is in accord with Angrist(2002). 

 

Thus the results presented in this analysis support Richard Easterlin's relative income hypothesis with 

regard to young people's propensity to marry.  The effect of older family income has accounted for only 

16% of the observed decline in men's proportion married, and 11% of women's, however, with the bulk of 

the decline attributable to other factors such as the sharp increase in cohabitation during the study period. 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics (unweighted, and not using moving averages) 

 1968 1990 2000 2010 

Proportion married by years out of school: 

Men 0-5 .34(.38) .18(.31) .16(.31) .13(.29) 

 6-10 .76(.33) .51(.39) .49(.40) .43(.40) 

 11-15 .85(.28) .65(.36) .63(.39) .59(.39) 

 all .61(.41) .43(.41) .40(.42) .37(.41) 

Women 

 0-5 .45(.39) .27(.36) .25(.36) .21(.33) 

 6-10 .77(.33) .57(.39) .55(.40) .50(.40) 

 11-15 .81(.31) .64(.37) .63(.39) .59(.39) 

 all .65(.39) .48(.41) .45(.42) .42(.41) 

Male wage by years out of school: 

 0-5 15.3(8.4) 14.7(10.0) 15.7(11.8) 17.4(15.4) 

 6-10 18.3(7.5) 19.0(10.7) 21.0(14.3) 21.9(16.5) 

 11-15 19.9(10.2) 21.9(11.4) 23.6(16.5) 26.2(21.9) 

 all 17.6(9.0) 18.3(11.1) 19.9(14.6) 21.7(18.5) 

Female starting wage by years of schooling: 

 <12 9.0(5.6) 8.2(6.7) 11.7(13.0) 10.1(7.6) 

 12 9.8(3.5) 9.4(6.2) 10.4(8.0) 8.9(3.5) 

 >12 14.9(10.0) 12.9(11.3) 16.2(16.7) 15.5(12.6) 

 all 12.0(8.2) 10.9(9.5) 13.7(14.4) 12.9(10.7) 

Older family income by years of schooling (000's): 

 <12 42.2(14.7) 47.7(25.4) 42.4(22.0) 39.9(21.8) 

 12 57.0(18.0) 70.7(24.2) 65.6(23.4) 62.8(23.3) 

 >12 82.2(29.4) 108.7(44.8) 113.7(46.8) 104.7(51.0) 

 all 62.1(29.0) 81.5(45.2) 86.1(49.1) 81.0(49.6) 

Standard deviations in parentheses. 

 



 

Table 2: Robust Regression Results for Proportion of Men Who are Currently Married 
 0 – 5 years out of school 6 - 10 years 11 - 15 years 0 - 15 years 

# of Observations 58092 58092 58092 58092 58092 39043 32847 129982 
Adj. R-Square 0.4783 0.5301 0.5311 0.5312 0.5326 0.2954 0.1972 0.6394 
         
Male expected wage 0.077 0.070 0.072 0.069 0.070 0.141 0.154 0.092 
 (14.6) (14.6) (14.8) (14.4) (14.6) (20.3) (18.6) (29.6) 
         
Female starting wage -0.006 0.016 0.113 0.126 0.109 -0.177 -0.163 0.033 
 (-1.5) (4.3) (9.3) (10.3) (9.0) (-8.2) (-5.5) (4.2) 
         
Older family income  -0.084 -0.074  -0.076 -0.026 -0.014 -0.038 
  (-13.3) (-11.8)  (-12.2) (-2.8) (-1.3) (-10.3) 
         
Time  -0.222 -0.143 -0.139 -0.148 -0.394 -0.230 -0.160 
  (-60.8) (-14.4) (-13.6) (-14.9) (-31.6) (-18.1) (-30.6) 
         
Time*Female wage   -0.131 -0.153 -0.129 0.241 0.190 -0.031 
   (-8.4) (-9.6) (-8.2) (9.6) (5.9) (-3.3) 
         
Marriage squeeze    0.038 0.039 0.011 0.008 0.020 
    (11.4) (11.8) (2.1) (1.4) (10.1) 
         
Black? -0.080 -0.093 -0.090 -0.073 -0.091 -0.183 -0.216 -0.106 
 (-29.4) (-30.5) (-29.4) (-26.7) (-29.7) (-32.4) (-30.0) (-49.9) 
Other non-white? -0.048 -0.030 -0.028 -0.025 -0.029 -0.032 0.005 -0.017 
 (-16.8) (-10.1) (-9.7) (-8.5) (-9.8) (-6.5) (0.8) (-9.4) 
Years of schooling:         
<8? -0.013 -0.025 -0.023 -0.018 -0.023 -0.004 0.013 -0.007 
 (-4.9) (-9.4) (-8.6) (-6.8) (-8.6) (-0.8) (2.1) (-3.8) 
8-11? -0.090 -0.113 -0.106 -0.083 -0.107 -0.046 -0.049 -0.056 
 (-23.2) (-26.0) (-24.3) (-21.3) (-24.6) (-8.3) (-7.3) (-22.4) 
13-15? -0.002 0.040 0.035 0.019 0.036 0.094 0.097 0.049 
 (-0.4) (9.6) (8.3) (4.7) (8.6) (15.9) (13.9) (20.2) 
16? 0.136 0.183 0.173 0.141 0.176 0.154 0.134 0.124 
 (25.3) (32.7) (31.0) (29.6) (31.6) (19.5) (15.0) (39.4) 
>16? 0.231 0.257 0.247 0.217 0.249 0.184 0.139 0.158 
 (46.5) (47.7) (44.9) (45.2) (45.5) (22.0) (14.9) (49.1) 
t-statistics in parentheses. Standardized coefficients. All regressions were saturated with state and "years out of school" dummies. 



 

Table 3: Robust Regression Results for the Proportion of Women Who are Currently Married 
 0 – 5 years out of school 6 – 10 years 11 – 15 years 0 – 15 years 

# of Observations 51758 51758 51758 51758 51758 33901 28504 114163 
Adj. R-Square 0.5645 0.6193 0.6195 0.6194 0.6202 0.2497 0.213 0.6797 
         
Male  expected wage 0.036 0.023 0.024 0.022 0.022 0.018 0.021 0.022 
 (8.4) (5.9) (6.1) (5.5) (5.7) (2.7) (2.8) (8.3) 
         
Female starting wage -0.007 0.016 0.062 0.071 0.059 -0.236 -0.253 -0.017 
 (-1.8) (4.3) (4.9) (5.5) (4.7) (-10.1) (-7.8) (-1.9) 
         
Older family income  -0.062 -0.058  -0.060 -0.009 -0.006 -0.028 
  (-10.3) (-9.6)  (-10.0) (-0.8) (-0.5) (-7.2) 
         
Time  -0.235 -0.198 -0.196 -0.202 -0.415 -0.235 -0.202 
  (-58.5) (-18.5) (-17.0) (-18.6) (-29.1) (-16.9) (-33.3) 
         
Time*Female wage   -0.063 -0.078 -0.060 0.346 0.301 0.041 
   (-3.8) (-4.5) (-3.6) (12.0) (8.6) (4.0) 
         
Marriage squeeze    0.026 0.027 0.013 -0.001 0.015 
    (7.5) (7.9) (2.3) (-0.1) (6.9) 
         
Black? -0.118 -0.127 -0.125 -0.113 -0.126 -0.323 -0.382 -0.159 
 (-40.5) (-39.3) (-38.6) (-37.9) (-38.8) (-52.2) (-52.0) (-68.3) 
Other non-white? -0.037 -0.019 -0.019 -0.016 -0.019 0.004 0.009 -0.007 
 (-13.2) (-6.6) (-6.5) (-5.6) (-6.6) (0.6) (1.4) (-3.7) 
Years of schooling:         
<8? 0.001 -0.010 -0.009 -0.005 -0.009 0.013 0.005 0.000 
 (0.5) (-3.4) (-3.1) (-1.9) (-3.1) (2.5) (1.0) (-0.2) 
8-11? -0.179 -0.187 -0.183 -0.165 -0.184 -0.067 -0.083 -0.110 
 (-38.5) (-37.2) (-36.7) (-36.2) (-36.9) (-11.1) (-12.0) (-36.6) 
13-15? -0.082 -0.025 -0.027 -0.040 -0.026 0.050 0.036 0.002 
 (-18.0) (-5.9) (-6.4) (-10.2) (-6.2) (7.6) (4.9) (0.6) 
16? 0.049 0.106 0.101 0.074 0.103 0.135 0.123 0.089 
 (10.2) (21.0) (19.6) (17.2) (20.2) (14.9) (12.6) (27.9) 
>16? 0.081 0.113 0.109 0.089 0.111 0.088 0.071 0.074 
 (19.8) (25.3) (23.8) (21.9) (24.3) (9.7) (7.3) (24.4) 
t-statistics in parentheses. Standardized coefficients. All regressions were saturates with state and "years out of school" dummies. 

 




